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ABSTRACT 

 

This paper discusses the status of the Rohingya in Bangladesh as refugees, the rights and security 

they may have under refugee law, and the level of obligation and burden sharing between the 

host country, the refugee-producing country and the international community to ensure their 

rights and permanent solutions. However, these rights remain unfulfilled, which hinders 

Bangladesh's willingness to attract foreign funding in order to establish the conditions for the 

repatriation and resettlement of the Rohingya in Myanmar. Decades of repression resulted in a 

state-wide program of concerted, systemic and brutal evictions of the Rohingya people by the 

Government of Myanmar starting in August 2017. These attacks involved burning homes and 

fields, beatings, bombings, sexual assault, summary executions, burying the dead in mass graves, 

and other massacres. The Government of Myanmar has denied any responsibility.The news 

concerning Myanmar Rohingya minority banishes pulled in worldwide thought, after various 

boatmen fled Myanmar and were deserted in Aceh. unsurprising with the United Nations report 

until December 2017, the proportion of Rohingya ousts showed up at 515,000. the aggregate is 

extending considering the conflict in Myanmar has not been settled. during this article will 

dissect how the affirmation of Rohingya pariahs inside the perspective of law of nations and 

shariah . The assessment procedure utilized in this paper is emotional normalizing legitimate 

investigation technique with deductive predictable thinking. Pariah security under law of nations 

is controlled inside the 1951 Convention and 1967 Protocol regulating the principles and rights 

and responsibilities of uprooted individuals. Whether or not in law of nations or shariah , the rule 
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applied to dislodged individuals may be a non-refoulment standard. it's communicates that the 

state shouldn't eliminate cover searchers or untouchables entering the space. This standard has 

become a world standard law so it ought to be executed by all countries. 

 

Keywords- Rohingya,  Refugees, International Law, Islamic Law 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

For decades, Rohingya, an ethnic Muslim minority group, has faced institutionalized 

discrimination, such as exclusionary citizenship rules, in Myanmar, a predominantly Buddhist 

region. In 2017, the Government of Myanmar launched a military operation that caused seven 

hundred thousand Rohingya to leave. Various discussions that happen in the United Nations that 

really search for less troublesome ways to deal with watch and help these particularly powerless 

social affairs (Santoso, 2014: 4). collection of individuals calling for ensured extended 

investment and coordination between the establishments of the provider of help, others feature 

openings in worldwide rules and tendency forward the quality in this field further. At any rate 

everyone agrees that this issue may include multidimensional and all around the globe. Thus any 

strategy and thusly the leave plan should be done broadly and explain all pieces of the issue of 

the explanations behind mass flight to a response depicting the prerequisite for dealing with the 

matter of evacuees range from a State the emergency until their getting back (Havid, 2004: 88). 

As of now, dislodged individual confirmation is so far a clarification behind the presence of the 

United Nations of High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR). UNHCR had a commitment to 

bringing to the table protection to evacuees (Betts, 2010: 210). Taking into account Global 

Trends 2011 report imparted by UNHCR on June 18, 2012, exhibited 3.5 million people 

removed from their homes yet stay inside the country. Specialists of UNHCR, Antonio Guterres 

said the world body was grateful for the Systeme International d'Unites that makes sure about 

outcasts served well and poultice-line stays open. According to the United Nations , before the 

completion of 2011, there is 47.5 million as evacuees, ousted individuals or asylum searchers. 
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Afghanistan is the greatest producer of outsiders that is 2.7 million, followed by Iraq, Somalia, 

Sudan and Congo (Syahrin, 2015: 14). In General, the takeoff was done due to the camouflage of 

the advantages of outcasts in their countries. all around , they're moreover endeavoring to find 

land or various countries as his new home which is obviously far from the Suppression of normal 

opportunities. Search new country by evacuees honestly should be seen as a basic right (Syahrin, 

2016: 7). An evacuee may be a one that needed to sever coordinates with his nearby country in 

view of fear based and experiencing misuse (abuse). The fear that this is what perceives based 

uprooted individual with various types of voyagers, any measuring things , and besides of others 

who are requiring magnanimous assistance. Outcasts can't rely upon the protection of the country 

that is attested to offer security to them, by then to respond to the hopeless condition looked by 

evacuees, remarkable arranging ought to be made by the overall neighborhood. Every country 

has a general commitment to give overall protection as a danger which relies upon law of nations 

, including worldwide basic freedoms law and overall custom law (Kusumaatmadja, 2013: 76). 

So the countries that transformed into the individuals from the Convention of 1951 on the Status 

of Refugees and furthermore 1967 Protocol have responsibilities as communicated inside the 

legal devices that are set inside the 1951 (Syahrin, 2015: 20). Before long, various countries 

which by then handle the uprooted individuals are not according to overall rules that were by 

then obliged in the Convention of 1951 and the 1967 Protocol even dismissal the standard 

concerning the refusal of discharge or return (non-refoulement) who has become a world 

customs law. Related to the protection of outside nationals particularly the evacuees, despite 

coordinated in law of nations , shariah has for quite a while been set concerning the security of 

regular freedoms. shariah is affecting the worldwide outcast law setting. Islamic law is accessible 

to develop the guidelines of humankind, for instance, brotherhood, value and obstruction 

The permitting of help, confirmations of security and protection to those up the creek without a 

paddle, until to the enemy in any case, is the good exercises of Islamic resolution, which went 

before this birth combination present day worldwide genuine instruments on essential freedoms 

and evacuees, which oversees, notwithstanding different things, the advantage of sanctuary and 

expulsion restriction on dislodged individuals. It's beat solicitation to screen the prosperity of the 

soul of the individual concerned and keeps it from mistreatment or murder (Abu Wafa', 2011: 

10) shariah set up in Article 12 of the Charter of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 

dependable with Islam which States. The target country is carried out to supply asylum to such 
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individuals all together that he got a security unique case breakout driven by reasons and 

exercises that are seen by the Islamic law as a criminal offense . maintained reports from 

UNHCR, communicated that at the most noteworthy purpose of the year 2015 the proportion of 

individuals who take the action needed to reach  

 

65.3 million people, while in prior years the amount of records as much as 59.5 million people. 

This is the initial gone through 60 million cutoff outperformed. There are a couple of countries 

that are more observable, for instance Syria with 4.9 million, with 2.7 million, Afghanistan and 

Somalia with 1.1 million, the three countries together spoke to most of the outcasts under 

UNHCR's order all through the planet . The vast majority of outcasts are as of now overpowered 

by muslim countries. besides furthermore occurs in Bangladesh and Myanmar. In any case, 

sadly, the spirit of boundless fundamental freedoms security is apparently not his full are 

routinely feel by the muslims inside the world. one among them is from the country of Rohingya 

asylum searchers Myanmar. Addressing minority Rohingya evacuee related groups of Myanmar 

to invite the thought of the worldwide neighborhood, many boat people getting away from 

Myanmar and deserted in Aceh. They reveal the maltreatment got during your visit in Thailand. 

At the start of January 2009, the Navy of Thailand Rohingya boat people has caught in the 

waters of the Andaman and thereafter compelled around 1000 boat people back out to the sea in 

boats without engines and without arrangements of water and food good (Rismayanti, 2009: 16). 

The Muslim Rohingya is ethnic muslim who possess the country of Burma (Myanmar). Despite 

the Rohingya Muslims, there are up 'til now another muslim ethnos living in Myanmar. It was 

disastrous for muslim Rohingya were never associated with the once-over of 137 ethnic saw by 

the Government of Myanmar. The nonattendance of this affirmation provoked their haven't 

citizenship. The condition isn't clear honestly making the govt of Myanmar Rohingya Muslims 

are managed insensitively. Most of the Rohingya Muslims get the experience of the junta of 

Myanmar, even some of them have become losses of illicit misuse. Measuring the test they get in 

the country of first experience with the world, convincing the muslim Rohingya to return out of 

Myanmar and live as boat people (Allain, 2002: 538). Notice the authentic events, by then this 

substance is expected to clarify about setting protection from outsiders consistent with overall 
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law and shariah similarly as such an affirmation against the Rohingya boat people as shown by 

law worldwide and shariah. 

Crisis of the Rohingya refugee 

 

Almost 1 million Rohingya have moved to Bangladesh and live as refugees in overcrowded 

camps in areas that are vulnerable to regular natural disasters. All of them are unable to heal 

from stressful events and satisfy basic needs. The Rohingya refugee crisis is exacerbated by the 

Rohingya people who have long been met by abuse and persecution in Myanmar. Armed 

violence erupted in Rakhine State in August 2017, forcing Rohingya to flee to neighboring 

Bangladesh. UN Secretary-General António Guterres described the crisis as "the fastest-growing 

refugee emergency in the world and the humanitarian and human rights nightmare in September 

of that year. Rohingya refugees are living in rudimentary circumstances after escaping 

persecution in Myanmar. With 40,000 inhabitants per square kilometer, the camps are one of the 

most populated locations in the country. Five or more family members live in small, 10-by-16-

foot shelters with just one bed. A single outdoor latrine is used by up to 20 individuals. Acute 

watery diarrhea is another frequent condition. It is extremely harmful in tandem with pervasive 

hunger. The World Food Program supplies all the food supplied by its partners, including World 

Vision. Refugees receive monthly food rations, including rice, lentils and gasoline. While the 

rations are nutritious, it is painful to consume the same meal day after day. Approximately half 

of the refugee population already earns e-voucher cards to purchase meat and fresh produce from 

World Food Program shops, but nutritional variety and healthy meals remain a problem. 

Rohingya still suffers from psychosocial tension rendered worse by overcrowded circumstances. 

Rohingya is a religiously conservative culture. Women and teenage girls are supposed to sit at 

home and be homemakers, not breadwinners. They lack influence of household finances and are 

vulnerable to abuse, domestic violence, child marriage, slavery and trafficking. 

 

What was the international reaction to this? 
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A study released by UN investigators in August 2018 accused the Myanmar Army of carrying 

out mass executions and "genocidal intent" rapes. 

The ICJ lawsuit, brought by the tiny Muslim-majority country of Gambia, West Africa, on behalf 

of scores of other Muslim nations, called for emergency action to be taken against the Myanmar 

Army, known as Tatmadaw, before a fuller inquiry could be conducted. Aung San Suu Kyi 

denied the accusation of genocide when she appeared before the court in December 2019. 

The body authorised a thorough investigation of the Rohingya case in Myanmar in November. 

While Myanmar itself is not a member of the court, the ICC held that it had jurisdiction in the 

case because Bangladesh, where the victims had fled to, was a member.1 

 

Legal Protection of  Rohingya Refugees 

 

• Article 145A of the Constitution of Bangladesh requires that treaties with foreign 

countries shall be forwarded to the President, who shall put them before the Parliament. 

 

• Some of the non-applicable provisions of the Bangladesh Constitution in Part II apply to 

all within its borders, including refugees—the right to security of the law (Article31), the 

protection of arrest and imprisonment (Article33) and the prohibition of forced labour 

(Article 34). 

 

• Following a request from Aung San Suu Kyi, the Kofi Annan Foundation and the Office 

of the State Counsellor formed the Rakhine State Advisory Commission in September 

2016. The recommendations of the Commission, published in 2017, based, inter alia, on 

the verification of citizenship and documents, the condition of the IDPs and the freedom 

of movement that affected the Rakhine community. 

                                                             
1Myanmar Rohingya: What you need to know about the crisis. (2021). Retrieved 1 February 2021, from 
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-41566561 
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• Bangladesh is a member of the ExCom for the term October 2019 to October 2020. 

 

• Mass Influx is not specified in the Convention, although the EU Directives on temporary 

security referred to in Article 2(d) describe it as the sudden entry of displaced persons 

from a particular geographical area. 

 

The Government of Bangladesh has demonstrated great regard for the policy of non-refoulement 

since the ongoing Rohingya crisis started in late 2017. At a time when many other countries are 

constructing fences, driving asylum seekers back to borders and deporting people without taking 

proper account of their security claims, Bangladesh has effectively complied with its customary 

foreign law duty to keep the border open while several hundred thousand Rohingya refugees 

have crossed the border without inspection for a brief period of time.Since the beginning of 2018 

until the end of June 2018, the government has continued to accept another  11,432.2Moreover, 

the UNHCR has not reported a single case of refoulement during this crisis, and none of the 

refugees interviewed by Human Rights Watch said they felt under any pressure to repatriate. 

 

Without a recognised legal status, Rohingya refugees are on a shaky legal basis under domestic 

law in Bangladesh. Without refugee status, freedom of travel, access to public facilities such as 

education and health care and access to livelihoods will be refused, leaving them vulnerable to 

detention and exploitation.However, Bangladesh is a party to major international human rights 

conventions, in particular the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the 

International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and the Convention on the 

Rights of children.3 

                                                             
2Stephanie Nebehay, “Rohingya still fleeing violence, persecution in Myanmar - U.N. rights boss,” Reuters, July 4, 
2018, https://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-myanmar-rohingya-un/rohingya-continue-to-flee-violence-persecution-in-
myanmar-u-n-rights-boss-idUKKBN1JU1U2  
 
3See, for example, UN Human Rights Committee, General Comment No. 15, The Position of Aliens Under the 
Covenant, April 11, 1986, http://www.refworld.org/docid/45139acfc.html  
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The terms of these treaties refer in large part to 'all' or 'all people,' not only residents or persons 

with asylum rights or other immigration status. They protect the rights to freedom of movement, 

to education, to the highest attainable level of health and to livelihoods, among others. 

 

Recommendations to the Government of Bangladesh 

 

 

 Provide Rohingya refugees with legal rights and documents that recognizes their refugee 

status. 

 To encourage external scrutiny and create confidence among the refugee community, 

publish the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) on data sharing and repatriation of 

Rohingya refugees, signed with the Government of Bangladesh and the UNHCR. 

 Give the UNHCR the lead in organizing the humanitarian response to the Rohingya crisis 

in Bangladesh. 

 Ratify and pass laws to enforce the 1951 Refugee Convention, its 1967 Protocol, and the 

1954 and 1961 Conventions on Statelessness. 

 Allow the building of easily available, hard-structured cyclone shelters to allow the 

evacuation of refugees in Kutupalong-Balukhali in the event of storm surges. 

 Terminate attempts to evacuate Rohingya refugees to Bhasan Char, unless and until 

independent observers agree that they are appropriate for refugee accommodation and 

unless the government assures that refugees who consent to travel to Bhasan Char can 

have freedom of movement on and off the island. 

 Take all possible measures to ensure that the humanitarian requirements for Rohingya 

refugees, including population density for refugee camps, are compatible with those set 

out in the Humanitarian Charter and the Minimum Standards for Humanitarian Response 

(SPHERE standards). 

 Make available an additional 1,500 acres of flat, open land in the Ukhiya subdistrict to 

decongestion the Kutupalong-Balukhali Expansion Camp. 
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 Relocate more than 200,000 refugees most at risk from landslides and storms to smaller, 

less heavily packed camps. 

 CONCLUSION 

 This research provides evidence to support reports of systemic and pervasive assaults on 

Rohingya in Myanmar. I conclude that there have been a lot of abusive crimes against the 

Rohingya people. Documentation of these atrocities supports calls for the UN Security 

Council to refer Myanmar's military leadership to the International Criminal Court or 

other independent justice structures for crimes against humanity and genocide. This 

research has shown the need for these steps and has paid special attention to the resilience 

and stamina of the Rohingya people in the face of persecution. The protection of 

Rohingyas according to worldwide law is obliged in Article 33 of the Convention on 

Refugee Status 1951 states that States Parties to the current Convention won't be allowed 

to eliminate or bring uprooted individuals back of any kind external their locale where 

their security and opportunity are undermined for reasons of race, religion , identity, 

interest of a party or a particular political evaluation. The norm of non-refoulement is 

confining not solely to the state social affair to the show yet also to all countries on the 

planet. By then, the confirmation of supernatural outcasts according to Islamic law is 

controlled in Q.S. Al-Hasyr: 9. The refrain of the Qur'an contains the going with 

standard. Most importantly, Muslims should be happy and happy to welcome evacuees 

(or laborers beginning with one area then onto the following). Second, Muslims should 

treat them well. Third, recognize the presence of outsiders in bai. Fourth, the blacklist 

declined laborers regardless of the way that the development objective of transients was 

in crisis. Fifth, the presence of local asylum 
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